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A group K is said to be capable if it is isomorphic to the inner
 .automorphism group Inn M of some group M. The term was coined in
w x w x25 , though the notion was first studied by Baer 4 who determined all
w xfinitely generated abelian capable groups. P. Hall remarked in 26 that
characterizations of capable groups are important in classifying groups of
w xprime power order. Recent work on capability can be found in 6, 7, 37 .
One aspect of the present article is the definition and investigation of a
slightly more general notion: a group is relati¨ ely capable if it is a normal
subgroup of some capable group. This generalization has been studied
w xpreviously by Shahriari 37 who proved that neither the quaternion group
n  . n  .of 2 n G 3 , nor the quasi-dihedral group of order 2 n G 4 , is
 .relatively capable. We obtain sufficient conditions Corollary 9 for a
group not to be relatively capable, from which Shahriari’s results follow as
but one example. The main purpose of the paper is, however, to suggest
that the extensive theory on capability, Schur multipliers, and central
series of groups could be extended in an interesting and useful way to a
theory for pairs of groups; by a pair of groups we mean a group H and
normal subgroup M. ‘‘Capable pairs’’ are defined in terms of J.-L. Loday’s
w xnotion 33 of a relative central extension. A complete classification of
finitely generated abelian capable pairs is given in Corollary 8. We define
 .the relati¨ e lower central series of a pair H, M inductively by setting
 .  . w  .xg H, M s M and g H, M s H, g H, M . Some modest exten-0 nq1 n
w xsions of results of Stallings and Tate 38 on homology and lower central
series are obtained. Our investigation of the corresponding upper central
 .series is limited to the ‘‘H-centre’’ Z M defined immediately below.H
Note that a group K is relatively capable if and only if there exists a
group H with a normal subgroup M such that the image of the canonical
 . homorphism x : M ª Inn H is isomorphic to K. Throughout the article
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x y1 w xwe adhere to the topologists convention that y s xyx and x, y s
xyxy1 yy1 for elements x, y of an arbitrary multiplicative group. Thus, for
 .each m g M, the inner automorphism x m : H ª H sends x g H to
y1 .mxm g H.
Let M and G be groups, and suppose that there is a group homomor-
 .  . gphism a : G ª Aut M whose image contains Inn M . We denote by m
 .the image of m g M under the automorphism a g for g g G. We define
the G-centre of M to be the central subgroup
 g 4Z M s m g M : m s m for all g g G . .G
 .The Inn M -centre of M is just the centre of M, which we denote by
 .  .Z M . The Aut M -centre of M has been named the absolute centre of M
w xby D. MacHale 34 . Clearly a group K is capable if and only if it is
 .isomorphic to MrZ M for some group M. MacHale calls a group
 .absolutely capable if it is isomorphic to MrZ M for some group M.AutM .
Note that any absolutely capable group K is relatively capable since it is
  ..isomorphic to the image of the homomorphism x : M ª Inn Hol M ,
˜ .  .where Hol M s M = Aut M is the holomorph of M. Consequently
n  .neither the quaternion group of order 2 n G 3 , nor the quasi-dihedral
n  .group of order 2 n G 4 , is absolutely capable. Also note that absolute
capability does not imply capability. For instance, the infinite cyclic group
w xC is not capable 4 , yet it is absolutely capable since its absolute centre is`
trivial.
w xWe define the G-commutator subgroup of M to be the subgroup G, M
generated by the G-commutators
w x g y1g , m s m m
w xfor all g g G, m g M. The group G, M is normal in M. To see this,
associate to each n g M some element n g G in the preimage under˜
 . y1a : G ª Aut M of the inner automorphism M ª M, x ¬ nxn . The
w xnormality of G, M then follows from the indentity
y1 y1 n˜w xn g , m n s ngn , m˜ ˜
for arbitrary g g G, m, n g M.
 .Let K be a subgroup of M. Call an automorphism a g Aut M a
 .  < .K-automorphism if a k s k for all k g K, and denote by Aut M K the
group of K-automorphisms of M. Of particular interest is the group
 <  ..  .Aut M Z M of Z M -automorphisms.G G
 . w xThe following proposition for G s Aut M is due to P. Hegarty 27 . It
 .  . w xshows that well-known relationships between Z M , Inn M , and M, M
 .  <  .. w xextend to Z M , Aut M Z M , and G, M .G G
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 .PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that MrZ M is a finite group of order l.G
Then:
 . w xi G, M has finite exponent di¨ iding l;
 . w x  <  ..ii both G, M and Aut M Z M are finite groups if there exists aG
 .finitely generated G-in¨ariant subgroup M of M satisfying M s M Z M ;0 0 G
 .iii such an M exists if for instance M is finitely generated.0
 w x .If M s M, M then M is finitely generated.
 .  .Proof. i Let t : M ª Z M be the transfer homorphism. SinceG
 .  . l  w x.Z M is central, t m s m for all m g M see 32 . Let g g G. ThenG
w xl w x.  g .  y1 . g l. l.y1 w l xg, m s t g, m s t m t m s m m s g, m s 1. Since all
w xgenerators of G, M lie in the kernel of t the order of any element in
w x w xG, M divides l. That is, the exponent of G, M divides l.
 . w x w x w x w xii Note that G, M s G, M and M , M s M, M since0 0 0
w x w x  .g, mz s g, m for g g G, m g M, z g Z M . The invariance of MG 0
w xunder the action of G implies G, M is a subgroup of M . Hence0 0
w x w xG, M r M, M is a subgroup of the finitely generated abelian group
w x w x w xM r M , M , and so is itself finitely generated. In fact G, M r M, M is0 0 0
 . finite since, by i , it has finite exponent. But, by a result of Schur see p.
w x. w x  . w x417 of 32 , M, M is finite since MrZ M is finite. Consequently G, M
is finite.
  ..Note that there is a canonical homorphism p : Aut M N Z M ªG
  ..   ..Aut MrZ M , and that Aut MrZ M is finite. We shall prove theG G
 <  ..  .finiteness of Aut M Z M by showing that ker p is finite. Let a : M ªG
 .M be an arbitrary automorphism in ker p . Let t , . . . , t be a transversal1 k
 . k  . a  .of Z M in M, so M s D t Z M . Then t s x t with x g z M .G is1 i G i i i i G
Moreover, a is completely determined by x , . . . , x . But x sa t ty1 lies in1 n i i i
w x  .the finite group G, M . Hence ker p is finite.
 .iii If M is finitely generated then obviously we can set M s M. If0
w xM s M, M then we can take M to be the subgroup finitely generated by0
 . w x w xthe transversal of Z M in M. Since M, M s M , M F M F M itG 0 0 0
w xfollows that M s M and so M is finitely generated.0
After Theorem 7 we construct groups M, G and an action such that
 . w xMrZ M is finite while G, M is infinite. This shows that the conditionG
 .in part ii of Proposition 1 is not redundant.
w xLet G be a group with a normal subgroup N. Recall from 33 that a
 .relati¨ e central extension of the pair G, N consists of a group homorphism
­ : M ª G, together with an action of G on M, such that:
 .  .i ­ M s N;
 .  g .  . y1ii ­ m s g ­ m g for all g g G, m g M;
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 . ­ m. X X y1 Xiii m s mm m for all m, m g M;
 .  .  .iv ker ­ : Z M .G
 .We shall say that the pair G, N is capable if it admits such a relative
 .  .central extension with ker ­ s Z M .G
 .Note that a group K is capable precisely when the pair K, K is
capable.
PROPOSITION 2. A group K is relati¨ ely capable if and only if it is a
 .normal subgroup of some group G for which the pair G, K is capable
Proof. Suppose that K is relatively capable. Then it is the image of the
 .homomorphism x : M ª Inn H for some group H with normal subgroup
 .M. It is readily verified that x : M ª Inn H is a relative central extension
  . .  .  .of the pair Inn H , K , and that ker x s Z M .InnH .
 .Conversely, suppose that G, K is capable pair. Then we have a relative
 .  .  .central extension ­ : M ª G with ­ M s K and ker ­ s Z M . SetG
˜  .H s M = G and note that K is the image of x : M ª Inn H .
 .An obvious sufficient condition for the capability of the pair G, N is
 . n .that Z N s 1. We work toward the definition of a subgroup Z N ofG G
 . n .  .Z N with the property that Z N is trivial if and only if G, N isG G
capable.
w xLet N and P be arbitrary normal subgroups of G. Recall from 12 that
the exterior product P n N is the group generated by symbols p n n for
p g P, n g N subject to the relations
X p X ppp n n s p n n p n n , . .
X n Xnp n nn s p n n p n n , .  .
x n x s 1,
for x g P l N, n, nX g N, p, pX g P. There is a homorphism m: P n N ª
 . w xG defined on generators by m p n n s p, n , and there is an action of G
g . g gon P n N defined on generators by p n n s p n n. We define the
exterior P-centre of N to be
n  4Z N s n g N : 1 s p n n g P n N for all p g P . .P
n .Clearly Z N is a central subgroup of N if P contains N.P
 . n .THEOREM 3. The pair G, N is capable if and only if Z N s 1.G
A special case of Theorem 3 is when G s N: a group G is capable if and
n . w xonly if Z G s 1. This special case was proved in 19 , and is equivalentG
w x to the characterization of capable groups given in 7 since one can prove
n . U  . w x.that Z G coincides with the precise centre Z G defined in 7 .G
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We now work toward a proof of Theorem 3. Let ­ : M ª G, ­ X: M X ª G
 .be two relative central extensions of G, N . A morphism between these
relative central extensions is a group homorphism f : M ª M X satisfying
X  .  .  g . g  .­ f m s ­ m and f m s f m for all g g G, m g M. We denote the
 .  .resulting category of relative central extensions of G, N by RC E G, N .
A projective object in this category will be termed a projecti¨ e relative
central extension.
LEMMA 4. Let ­ : M ª G be a projecti¨ e relati¨ e central extension of
˜ .G, N . Let L be any normal subgroup of G contained in N, and L the
˜w xpreimage of L in M. Then the induced homorphism ­ : Mr M, L ª GrL
˜w xtogether with the induced action of GrL on Mr M, L is a projecti¨ e relati¨ e
 .central extension of GrL, NrL .
Proof. The induced homorphism and action certainly form a relative
 .central extension of GrL, NrL . In fact there is a functor l#:
 .  . RC E G, N ª RC E GrL, NrL which sends a not necessarily projec-
˜. w xtive relative central extension ­ : M ª G to ­ : Mr M, L ª GrL. There
U  .  .is also a functor l : RC E GrL, NrL ª RC E G, N defined by taking
pullbacks: for each relative central extension ­ : A ª GrL form the
commutative square
6
l*A A
6
­ ­
6
p 6
GrLG
U  .  .  .4with p the canonical quotient and l A s g, a g G = A: p g s ­ a ;
it is readily checked that the diagonal action of G on lUA makes ­ a
 . Urelative central extension of G, N . Note that the functor l preserves
surjective morphisms of relative central extensions.
We must prove that if M is projective then l#M is projective. So
suppose that M is projective and that we are given a diagram
l#M
f
6c 6 6
A B
 .in RC E GrL, NrL , with ¸ denoting a surjection. Then there is a
corresponding diagram
M.............6
n
f˜
6l*c 6 6
l*A l*B
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˜ U ˜ .  .   .in RC E G, N with f : M ª l B defined by f m s ­ m ,
˜ w x..f m M, L . The dotted morphism n exists because of the projectivity of
M. It is routinely checked that n induces the morphism l#M ª A needed
to establish the projectivity of l#M.
 .LEMMA 5. If the pair G, N admits a relati¨ e central extension ­ : M ª G
 .  .with Z M s ker ­ , then it admits a projecti¨ e relati¨ e central extensionG
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ .  .­ : M ª G with Z M s ker ­ .G
Proof. The construction of free crossed modules explained, for in-
w x. stance, in 21 can be modified in an obvious way to yield ‘‘free’’ and in
.particular projective relative central extensions. Thus, if ­ : M ª G exists,
˜ ˜we can construct a projective ­ : M ª G for which there is a surjective
˜  .morphism f : M ¸ M of relative central extensions. Suppose Z M sG
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ .  .  .  .  .ker ­ . We must show that Z M s ker ­ . Certainly Z M = ker ­ .G G
˜ ˜ g g .  .  .  .  .  .Suppose that z g Z M . Then ­ z s ­f z . But f z s f z s f z .˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜G
˜ .  .So ­f z s 1, and z g ker ­ .˜ ˜
w xThe following lemma is a particular case of Proposition 1 in 14 .
LEMMA 6. Let L be a normal subgroup of G contained in N. Then the
canonical sequence of group homomorphisms
G n L ª G n N ª GrL n NrL ª 1 .  .
is exact.
 .For n G 0 we denote by H G the nth homology of the group G withn
integer coefficients. There are several equivalent ways to define relative
 .  . integral homology groups H G, N of the pair G, N see for instancen
w x.33, 16, 9 . The essential feature of relative homology is a natural long
exact sequence
??? ª H GrN ª H G, N ª H G ª H GrN ª ??? .  .  .  .nq1 n n n
for n G 0. Immediate consequences of this sequence are the isomorphisms
H G, G ( H G for n G 1, .  .n n
H F , R ( H G for n G 2, .  .n nq1
where R is a normal subgroup of a free group F such that FrR ( G. The
w xfollowing useful isomorphisms are implicit in 12, 14 :
w xH G, N ( Nr G, N , .1
H G, N ( ker m : G n N ª G . .  .2
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The first isomorphism of the following theorem can be regarded as a Hopf
type formula for the second relative homology of a pair; on taking G s N
w xthis isomorphism reduces to the main result of 21 .
THEOREM 7. Let ­ : M ª G be a projecti¨ e relati¨ e central extension of
 .the pair G, N . Then
 .  .  . w xi H G, N ( ker ­ l G, M ,2
 . w xii G, M ( G n N.
Proof. We shall use the language of crossed modules and crossed
 w xcomplexes quite freely in this proof see for instance 10, 5, 17 . Let
R u F ¸ G be a free presentation of the group G. Let S be the preimage
in F of the normal subgroup N. Let
­ ­3 2 ­
??? ª C ª C ª C ª F3 2
be a free crossed resolution of the quotient group FrS ( GrN; in other
words, it is an exact crossed complex, ­ : C ª F is a free crossed module,
 .  . C is a free Z GrN -module for n G 2, and ­ C s S. Set p s ker ­ : Cn 2
.ª F . Note that the action of F on C restricts to an action of F on p ,2
w xand so we can form the F-commutator subgroup F, p . Set C s2
w xCr F, p . The induced homomorphism ­ : C ª F is clearly a projective2
 .  .and, in fact, ‘‘free’’ relative central extension of the pair F, S . The
integral homology of GrN can be obtained from the above free crossed
 w x.resolution cf. Theorem 12 in 17 ; in particular
w x w x w x w x w xH GrN ( ker F , C r F , p ª F , F ( ker F , C ª F , S . .  .  .3 2
We have a commutative diagram of groups
 . w xH GrN uF n S ¸ F, S3
s x « x s x
 . w x w xH GrN u F, C ¸ F, S3
in which both rows are short exact. The top row follows from the isomor-
 .  .  .phisms H GrN ( H F, S ( ker m: F n S ª F mentioned above.3 2
w x The homomorphism « : F n S ª F, C is defined on generators by « f n
f y1.s s ss , where s g C is any element of the preimage of s under the˜˜ ˜
homomorphism ­ : C ª F. It follows immediately that « is an isomor-
w xphism F n S ( F, C . So Lemma 6 implies the isomorphism G n N (
˜ ˜w x w xF, C r F,R , where R is the preimage in C of R. Now the induced
˜w xhomomorphism Cr C, R ª G is a projective relative central extension of
 .  .G, N by Lemma 4. Hence isomorphism ii follows for the special case
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˜w x  .when M s Cr C, R . The general case of ii follows from the routinely
verified fact that, if ­ : M ª G is any projective relative central extension
 . w x  .of G, N , then G, M is an isomorphism invariant of the pair G, N .
 XThe verification goes as follows. Suppose that M and M are two
 .projective relative central extensions of the pair G, N . Construct a free
Y  . Yrelative central extension M of G, N with surjective morphisms M ¸
M and MY ¸ M X. These surjections are split thanks to projectivity. Use
w Y x w xthe splittings to show that the induced morphisms G, M ª G, M and
w Y x w x w xG, M ª G, M are both isomorphisms. Hence G, M is isomorphic to
w Y x .  .G, M . Isomorphism i follows immediately from the isomorphism
 .  .H G, N ( ker m: G n N ª G .2
We can now see that Proposition 1 has implications for the exterior
product G n N. For instance, if N is a finite group of order l then G n N
has finite exponent dividing l. To prove this assertion is suffices to
 .construct a projective relative central extension ­ : M ª G of G, N ,
 .observe that MrZ M is a quotient of N whose order consequentlyG
 .  .divides l, and then invoke Proposition 1 i and Theorem 7 ii .
 .To see that the hypothesis of Proposition 1 ii is not redundant, let
N s Z and take G to be a Z -vector space with infinitely countable basis.2 2
 .Then construct a projective relative central extension ­ : M ª G of G, N .
<  . < < < w xClearly MrZ M F N s 2. But G, M ( G n N is a Z -vector spaceG 2
with infinitely countable basis, and in particular is an infinite group.
We now prove Theorem 3. Suppose that ­ : M ª G is a projective
 .relative central extension of G, N . The following statements are equiva-
lent:
 .  .  .i Z M s ker ­ .G
 . w x  .ii g, m s 1 for all g g G implies ­ m s 1.
 .  .  .iii g n ­ m s 1 g G n N for all g g G implies ­ m s 1.
 . n .iv Z N s 1.G
 .  .  .The equivalence ii m iii follows from Theorem 7 ii . The equivalence
 .  .i m iv together with Lemma 5 proves Theorem 3.
Theorem 3 can be used to decide whether certain groups are relatively
capable or even capable. For finite groups G of reasonably low order, a
n . w xcomputer program which computes Z N is described in 20 . ThisG
w x  .program is used in 19 to compute the exterior G-centres Z G for allG
groups of order less than 32. Computations of exterior squares G n G of
wspecific groups or classes of groups G can be found in 1]3, 11, 23, 24,
x  w x.28]31, 35, 36 see also 12, 18 ; it is fairly routine to determine corre-
 .sponding exterior G-centres Z G from these computations. We shallG
w xgive two corollaries to Theorem 3, the first of which generalizes Baer’s 4
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characterization of finitely generated capable abelian groups. We thank
the referee for the correct formulation and proof of this result. For Baer’s
 .result take G s N and note that G is capable if and only if the pair G, G
.  .  .  .is capable. We let C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , . . . denote cyclic groups of order
`, 1, 2, . . . .
COROLLARY 8. Let G be a finitely generated abelian group with subgroup
N. Write G and N in the forms
G s C = ??? = C , N s C = ??? = C ,1 n 1 n
 . < <such that C ( C d with d d , . . . , d d and C : C . Let g be ai i 1 2 ny1 n i i i
generator of C and let a be the smallest nonnegati¨ e integer such that g aii i i
 .generates C . Then the pair G, N is capable if and only if one of thei
following holds:
 .i n s 0;
 . < 2ii n s 1 and d a ;n n
 . <  2 .iii n G 2 and d lcm d a , a .n ny1 n n
w xProof. As explained in 11 , the exterior product of groups defined
above coincides with the usual one when dealing with abelian groups.
n . XClearly Z N s 1 if n s 0. Suppose n G 1. Let p : G ª G and p : N ªG
N be the projections onto C and C = ??? = C . Then p n p 9: G n Nn 1 ny1
 .ª G n N factors through a group isomorphic to C m C = ??? = C .n 1 ny1
<Since d d for i - n, this group is isomorphic to C = ??? = C andi n 1 ny1
X . n .g n y goes to p y under these correspondences. Therefore Z N :n G
r anC . For similar reasons, x n g s 1 for all x in G if and only ifn n
< < < n . sd r, . . . , d r, and a r. So Z N is generated by g , where s s1 ny1 n G n
 2 .  .lcm d a , . . . , d a , a . It follows that G, N is capable if and only if1 n ny1 n
 .d divides this least common multiple. This condition reduces to ii ifn
 . <n s 1 and to iii if n G 2, because d d for i - n y 1.i ny1
 .COROLLARY 9. A group N is not relati¨ ely capable if H N s 1 and2
w xsome nontri¨ ial element of N, N is fixed by all automorphisms of N.
Proof. Let G be any group containing N as a normal subgroup. We
 .must show that the pair G, N is not capable. There is a canonical
commutative triangle
i 6
N n N G n N
6 m( 6
w xN , N
 .in which the isomorphism is due to H N s 1. Let z be a nontrivial2
w xelement in N, N which is fixed by all automorphisms of N. Let g be an
arbitrary element in G, and z an arbitrary element in N n N which maps˜
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g . .y1  w x.  g .  .y1 .onto z. Then g n z s i z i z see 12 . But m i z i z s˜ ˜ ˜ ˜
 g y1. g y1mi zz s zz s 1. Since mi is injective it follows that g n z s 1.˜˜
n .  .Hence z lies in Z N , and G, N is not capable.G
Let m, n, r be integers with m, n G 1 and r n ' 1 mod m. Define t s
 .  .  .mrhcf m, r y 1 and suppose that m divides t r y 1 . Let G m, n, r, 1 be
 < m n t y1 r:the group with presentation x, y x s 1, y s x , yxy s x . It is
w x  .proved in 7 that G m, n, r, 1 is a metacyclic group of order mn with
 .trivial Schur multiplier. Note that Q s G 2, n, y1, 1 is the generalisedn
 .quaternian group of order 2n, and that QD s G 2m, 2, m y 1, 1 is them
k k  .quasi-dihedral group of order 4m. Suppose that n s 2 , m s 2 k G 1 .
Then both Q and QD are 2-groups with cyclic commutator subgroups.n m
These cyclic subgroups are also 2-groups, and hence contain just one
element of order 2. Such an element of order 2 is clearly fixed by an
automorphism of the cyclic subgroup. But the commutator subgroup is
characteristic, so such an element is in fact fixed by any automophism of
Q or QD . It follows from Corollary 9 that neither Q nor QD isn m n m
k  .relatively capable when n s m s 2 k G 1 . This result is obtained by
w xdifferent means in 37 .
 < 3The binary icosahedral group G of order 120 with presentation x, y x
5  .2:  w x.s y s xy is the universal central extension of A see 7 . Thus5
w x  .  .G s G, G , H G s 0, and H A s Z is the centre of G. It follows2 2 5 2
that G is not relatively capable.
For similar reasons neither the universal central extension of the group
 .of elementary matrices E Z over the integers, nor the universal central
 .  w x.extension of SL n, Z for n G 5, are relatively capable cf. 7, p. 121 .
The following proposition gives a purely homological characterization of
n .the exterior G-centre Z N . Let us say that a subgroup L of G has theG
injecti¨ e homology property if L is a central subgroup of G contained in N
such that the induced homomorphism on second relative homology
 .  .H G, N ª H GrL, NrL is injective.2 2
n .PROPOSITION 10. The subgroup Z N has the abo¨e injecti¨ e homologyG
property. Moreo¨er, this subgroup is characterized by the fact that it contains
all subgroups L with the injecti¨ e homology property.
Proof. Let L be any central subgroup of G contained in N. Then
Lemma 6 implies a commutative diagram
s
G n L ª G n L
x x i
 . w xH G, N u G n N ¸ G, N2
x x x
 .  .  . w xH GrL, NrL u GrL n NrL ¸ GrL, NrL2
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in which the columns are exact and the bottom two rows are short exact.
So L has the injective homology property if and only if the image of the
homomorphism i is trivial. But clearly this image is trivial if and only if L
n .is a subgroup of Z N .G
 .Let us now turn to the relative lower central series g G, N . This wasn
 .  . w  .xdefined above as g G, N s N and g G, N s G, g G, N for n G 0.0 nq1 n
It is, in fact, just as convenient to study a slightly more general series. So
for the remainder of the article let q be an arbitrary nonnegative integer,
and let N and P be any normal subgroups of G such that G s PN. Given
 qsubgroups U and V of G we denote by UaV or Ua V when we wish to
.emphasize the value of q the subgroup generated by all elements of G of
the form
u¨uy1 ¨y1 w q
with u g U, ¨ g V, w g U l V. Define the series of normal subgroups
q .g G, P, N of G byn
g q G, P , N s N , .0
g q G, P , N s PaN , .1
g q G, P , N s Gag q G, P , N for n G 1. .  .nq1 n
 0 .  .Note that when q s 0 and P s G the groups g G, G, N and g G, Nn n
.coincide.
0 .The exterior product P n N is relevant to the series g G, P, N . Forn
q wq G 0 we need the q-exterior product P n N which was introduced in 22,
x 0 q13 . So set P n N s P n N, and for q G 1 let P n N be the group
 4generated by symbols p n n and x for p g P, n g N, x g P l N, subject
to the following relations for p, pX g P, n, nX g N, x, xX g P l N:
X n Xnp n nn s p n n p n n , .  .
X p X ppp n n s p n n p n n , . .
y1 q qx x 4  4x p n n x s p n n , .
qy1
i1y qq iX X Xxy1 4  4  4xx s x x n x x , .  /
is1
X X qq 4  4x , x s x n x ,
qw xp , n s p n n , 4  .
x n x s 1.
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There is a homorphism m: P n qN ª G defined on generators by p n n
w x  4 q¬ p, n , x ¬ x .
 .The relative integral homology groups H G, N were introduced above.n
 .There are of course analogous homology group H G, N; Z with coeffi-n q
cients in Z s ZrqZ. More generally still, there are ‘‘doubly relative’’q
 .homology groups H G, P, N; Z , the essential feature of which is an q
natural long exact sequence
??? ª H GrP ; Z ª H G, P , N ; Z ª H G, N ; Z .  .  .nq1 q n q n q
ª H GrP ; Z ª ??? .n q
 w xfor n G 1. See for instance 15 . The sequence takes this form since
 .  . .G s PN implies H GrP, PNrP ; Z ( H GrP ; Z . Note thatn q n q
 .  .  .  .H G, G,N; Z ( H G, N; Z and H G, G, G; Z ( H G; Z for nn q n q n q n q
G 1.
 .  . w xw xA natural isomorphism H G, P, N; Z ( P l N r G, P l N P, N1 q
 .q w xP l N is obtained in 15 ; however, since G s PN, this simplifies to
H G, P , N ; Z ( P l N rPaN. . .1 q
w x  w xIt is shown implicitly in 12 and explicitly in 16 using quite different
.techniques that, for G s PN, there is a natural isomorphism
 .  . w xH G, P, N; Z ( ker m: P n N ª G . The argument in 15 is routinely2
extended from dimension one to dimension two to yield the following
proposition.
PROPOSITION 11. Since G s PN, there is a natural isomorphism
H G, P , N ; Z ( ker m : P n qN ª G . . .2 q
 .Let us call the triple G, P, N a triad of groups. By a homomorphism
 .  X X X.f : G, P, N ª G , P , N of triads we mean a group homomorphism
X  . X  . Xf : G ª G such that f P : P and f N : N . The following result
w x reduces to Theorem 3.4 in 38 when G s P s N. The theorem does not
.need the assumption G s PN.
 .  X X X.THEOREM 12. Let f : G, P, N ª G , P , N be a homomorphism of
q . X q X X X.triads. Set L s g G, P, N and L s g G , P , N . If f induces ann n n n
 .  X X X X X X .isomorphism GrL , PrL , NrL ( G rL , P rL , N rL and maps1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  X X X .H G, P, N; Z onto H G , P , N ; Z , then f induces an isomorphism2 q 2 q
 .  X X X X X X .X XGrL , PrL , NrL ( G rL P rL N rL for n G 1.n n n n n n
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 . Proof. The quotient homomorphism G, P, N ª GrL , PrL ,n n
.NrL induces a natural five term exact homology sequencen
H G, P , N ; Z ª H GrL , PrL , NrL ; Z ª H G, P , N , L ; Z .  .  .2 q 2 n n n q 1 n q
ª H G, P , N ; Z ª H GrL , PrL , NrL ; Z ª 0 .  .1 q 1 n n n q
 .  w x.involving the relative homology of the 4-tuple G, P, N, L see 15 . An
isomorphism
H G, P , N , L ; Z .1 n q
P l N l Ln( qw x w x w x w xG, PlNlL P , NlL N , PlL L , PlN PlNlL .n n n n n
w xis given in 15 . Since L F P and L F N this can be rewritten asn n
H G, P , N , L ; Z ( L rL . .1 n q n nq1
So f induces the commutative diagram
f4
X X X .  .H G, P, N; Z ¸ H G , P , N ; Z2 q 2 q
x x
f3 X X X X X X6 .  .H GrL , PrL , NrL ; Z H G rL , P rL , N rL ; Z2 n n n q 2 n n n q
x x
f2 X X6L rL L rLn nq1 n nq1
x x
( X X X6 .  .H G, P, N; Z H G , P , N ; Z1 q 1 q
x x
f0 X X X X X X6 .  .H GrL , PrL , NrL ; Z H G rL , P rL , N rL ; Z1 n n n q 1 n n n q
x x
0 0
in which the columns are exact, and the isomorphism is part of the
hypothesis. The theorem holds trivially for n s 1. As an inductive hypothe-
sis suppose it holds for some value of n. Then f and f are isomor-0 3
phisms. Consequently f is an isomorphism. But GrL is an extension2 nq1
of L rL by GrL , and similarly for GX. So the inductive hypothesisn nq1 n
implies that f induces an isomorphism GrL ( GXrLX . In the samenq1 nq1
X X X Xway, PrL ( P rL and NrL ( N rL .nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1
 . w xPart i of the following corollary is precisely Theorem 6.5 of 38 ; in part
 . p .ii we write g G, N to denote the intersection of all of the subgroups`
p .g G, N for n G 0.n
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 .COROLLARY 13. Suppose that H G; Z s 0 for some prime p. Let X be2 p
a subset of G which gets sent in a one-to-one fashion, by the quotient
homomorphism, onto a basis of the Z -¨ector space GrGa pG.p
 . w xi 38 Then X generates a free subgroup F in G.
 .ii Suppose that the image of X in GrN is a generating set, and that
 p .  .the canonical homomorphism H GrGa N; Z ª H GrN, Z is tri¨ ial.2 p 2 p
p . q .Then F has a normal subgroup R such that Frg F, R ( Grg G, N forn n
p .all n G 0, and F ( Grg G, N .`
Proof. The quotient homomorphism GrGaN ª GrN is, by Theorem
w x3 in 19 , a free p-crossed GrN-module on the function X ª GrN. Let F
be the free group generated by X, and let R be the kernel of the canonical
surjection F ª GrN. Then the canonical homomophism F ª G induces
 w x.an isomorphism FrFaR ( GrGaN cf. Proposition 2 in 19 . The iso-
 .  . morphism H F, R; Z ( H GrN; Z and exact sequence H GrN;2 p 3 p 3
.  .  .Z ª H G, N; Z ª H G; Z s 0 imply that the induced homomor-p 2 p 2 p
 .  .phism H F, R; Z ¸ H G, N; Z is surjective. Theorem 12 implies that2 p 2 p
q . q .the induced homomorphisms Frg F, R ª Grg G, N are isomor-n n
w x p .phisms for n G 0. Theorem 6.3 in 38 implies that g F, R s 1. This`
 .  .  .proves ii , and i is a consequence of ii .
The following corollary is a mild extension of a result of Tate, namely
w xTheorem 4.3 in 38 . Tate’s result is for N s G.
COROLLARY 14. Let S be a subgroup of a finite group G, and let p be a
w xprime which does not di¨ ide G:S . Let N be a normal subgroup of G such
p p .that G s SN. If the two Z -¨ector spaces NrGa N and S l NrSa S l Np
ha¨e the same dimension, then the inclusion S ¨ G induces an isomorphism
p . p .Srg S, S l N ( Grg G, N for all n G 0.n n
 w x.Proof. The homology transfer homomorphism see for instance 8
extends to relative homology. Thus, for all m G 1, the transfer homomor-
 .  .phism t: H G, N; Z ª H S, S l N; Z is defined, and the compo-pm p m
im .  .  . sition H G, N; Z ª H S, S l N; Z ª H G, N; Z where i is in-m p m p m p m
. w xduced by inclusion is multiplication by the index G: S . Since these
w xgroups are vector spaces over Z and G: S is prime to p, the compositionp
is an isomorphism. Consequently i is surjective. In particular i : SrSa Sm 1
.  .  .l N ª NrGaN and i : H S, S l N; Z ª H G, N; Z are surjec-2 2 p 2 p
tive. But i is a surjection between vector spaces of the same dimension,1
 .and so is an isomorphism. The group SrSa S l N is an extension of
 .S l NrSa S l N by SrS l N, similarly GrGaN is an extension of
NrGaN by GrN, and the inclusion S ¨ N induces an isomorphism
GrN ( SrS l N. This inclusion therefore induces an isomorphism
 .SrSa S l N ( GrGaN. We can thus apply Theorem 12.
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